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Effective Use Of Principle 35
Hands up all those people that find themselves emitting a silent groan every time they’re
trying to solve a contradiction and the Matrix tells them to go and look at Principle 35?
This article is about strategies for making better use of this undoubtedly important – and
indeed most frequently cited – ‘Parameter Change’ Principle.
Let’s begin the process with two obvious and obviously related, but nevertheless important
ideas to keep in mind whenever we are about to try and use any of the Inventive
Principles:
1) The Contradiction Matrix is recommending a Principle because someone
somewhere solved a conflict using that strategy; solving a conflict means that
some kind of discontinuous shift took place.
2) TRIZ contains virtually no mathematics. Therefore, by definition it is not an
effective toolkit for optimizing systems.
‘Optimization’ here means that we have two or more parameters that are somehow in
conflict with each other and we are trying to find the combination of values of those
parameters that gives us the ‘optimum’ outcome. In graphical terms, when we are doing
this optimization job we are trying to find the highest or lowest point on a surface. Figure 1,
for example shows a surface produced as we vary two parameters x and z and measure
their effect on the desired output, y.
x
y

z

Figure 1: Optimization Of Two Parameters ‘x’ And ‘z’

When we have found our highest peak y value or lowest trough on this surface then we
have found our ‘optimum’. The surface that we have drawn shows the relationship
between x and z for our current system. For any combination of x and z in this kind of
scenario there is a single calculatable value of our output, y
Let’s make this a little bit more concrete via an example. The classic liqueur chocolate
case study where we are looking to fill chocolate bottles with a sticky syrup is one in which
we can imagine the desired output we want (the y axis on the plot)– high filling speed – is
dependent on a number of different input variables. Two in particular – our x and z on the
Figure 1 plot – will be the pressure we use to pump the liqueur and the temperature of the
liqueur. We can then probably start to imagine that, over time the engineers responsible
for this filling process will have mapped the relationship of x and z to the filling speed, y.
As you may remember from the case study, the initially expressed problem is the
contradiction that occurs when we try to increase the temperature of the liqueur above the
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melting temperature of the chocolate bottle into which we are trying to fill. Almost
invariably when this conflict situation is looked up in the Matrix, the user is going to be told
to use Principle 35 to solve the contradiction. This in turn usually leads to people making a
recommendation like ‘increase the pressure’ (indeed Principle 35E tells us precisely to do
this). It is, of course, a useful direction to get the problem solver to think about. But simply
‘increasing pressure’ – pumping the liqueur harder – is not what the Principle is trying to
get us to think about. If we have a relationship like that shown in Figure 1, then increasing
pressure is simply going to move us from one point on the surface to another. In such a
situation all we have actually done, when we take into account all of the other variables in
the problem, is move the ‘optimum’ from one place to another.
Sticking with the same problem, then, Principle 35A instructs us to ‘change the object’s
physical state’. This turns out to give us a far more useful answer for the liqueur chocolate
problem: the idea of freezing the liqueur. In fact, if we can imagine that the first time the
liqueur chocolate problem was solved and reverse engineered as a data point in the
Contradiction Matrix we can be certain that Principle 35 would have been included
because this change of state was used. (Incidentally, we would also have mapped it to
Principle 36, ‘Phase Transition’.)
Meanwhile – and here is the key – we might ask ourselves what is the difference between
‘increasing pressure’ and ‘changing physical state’? Why has one direction merely moved
the trade-off and the other has given a step-change improvement opportunity? And, far
more important, can we extract any general rules from this kind of situation?
To answer that question we need to dig a little deeper into why a change of state of the
liqueur created a step change. Figure 2 illustrates a phase diagram for our liqueur:

Principle 35E recommended direction
Initial liqueur filling situation

Principle 35A (and D) recommended direction
Figure 2: Phase Diagram For Typical Liqueur-Type Liquid

What this picture illustrates is how changes in pressure and temperature affect the liqueur.
The key thing to note in the picture is that our Principle 35E ‘change pressure’ direction
does not cause us to cross over one of the phase boundaries (well, not unless we
increase the pressure by an enormous amount), whereas a relatively small reduction in
temperature (Principle 35D) or an explicit ‘change state’ instruction do cause us to cross a
boundary line.
These boundary lines are the critical thing in terms of our contradiction resolving
ambitions. These lines represent some kind of a dis-continuous shift – precisely, in other
words, the thing that meets our definition of what contradiction solving is all about. We can
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think of this kind of a phase-shift in more general terms as any kind of non-linear shift in
the behaviour of a system. Note here that a picture like that shown in Figure 1 contains no
such shifts; only smooth transitions as we move from one (x,z) position to another. Herein,
then, lies one of the keys to effective use of Principle 35:
Since we solve contradictions when discontinuous shifts are made, we need to find the
discontinuous behaviour boundary points for any parameter we are exploring and see
what happens when we go beyond such boundaries.
The idea of a cliff-edge or fault-line – Figure 3 – is an image that we try and keep in mind
when we are using Principle 35 in search of interesting contradiction solving opportunities.
Continuously variable
= trade-off and
optimization

Discontinuous shift
= contradiction solving
opportunity

Figure 3: Discontinuous Fault-Line Shifts Represent Contradiction Solving Opportunities

We can find these cliff-edges and fault lines all around us. The whole family of smart
materials – all of which, remember, are useful precisely because they allow the resolution
of contradictions – emerge thanks to the crossing of some kind of phase boundary –
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Typical Shape Memory Alloy Phase Diagram

Figure 5 illustrates another favourite TRIZ contradiction-resolving phenomenon – the
change in magnetic properties of a material that occur as a function of temperature. Again
we see a discontinuity – below the so-called Curie Point temperature, the material is
magnetic; above the temperature it is not. Another (physical) contradiction resolved. Here
the ‘boundary’ we have crossed is a little more subtle. We can see it is there by noting the
non-linear behavior of the curve whereby below 108degC the material has one
characteristic; but once above that threshold it jumps to another behaviour.

Figure 5: Curie Point Discontinuity For Magnetic Materials
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Bringing this story together, we can summarise our best strategy for using Principle 35 to
solve contradictions as follows:
1) for the system or sub-system or component you are looking at, identify the
parameters that you have the opportunity to alter in some way:
material
pressure

colour/transparency

length
diameter

dimensions

shape

density

toothbrush bristle
stiffness

temperature
etc

2) for each parameter in turn, extrapolate in whatever directions are appropriate and
keep extrapolating until you find a cliff-edge or boundary
3) wherever these boundaries are found, assuming it is physically possible to reach
them, ask the question ‘do the non-linear changes that take place across this
boundary offer me any opportunity to solve a (my) contradiction?’
It is worth noting here that when we chose to include a parameter like ‘material’ in our list
to be considered. The moment we make a shift to another material, we have very
definitely made a discontinuous shift. An awful lot of the Principle 35 solutions that feature
in the Contradiction Matrix are there because a problem solver solved a contradiction by
making precisely this kind of discontinuous shift from one material to another. We need to
say more on this subject in a future article.
In the meantime, the find-the-discontinuity story is the focus here. It isn’t the whole
Principle 35 story of course. But it is a really important part. In our view the most important
single part. When we stay in the realm of linear behaviour we are in optimization territory.
If we accept that contradictions involve discontinuities then our job in solving them is to
find and exploit what happens at the cliff-edges, fault-lines and any other non-linear
transition. This is where the contradiction-eliminating magic will happen. This, then, is
where Principle 35 is trying to take us.
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The Law Of Requisite Variety And Failures Of Omission
…And Why So Many Software Systems Fail
One of the biggest difficulties we have faced during the preparation and finalization of the
‘TRIZ for Software’ book is finding useful case studies. This still feels strange and
somewhat paradoxical to us. How can it be so difficult to find case studies when the
software industry has such a bad reputation for delivering the wrong products, over budget
and late? The very simple answer we find several years down the line from the place we
started is that so many of the cases that are presented to us as ‘software problems’ are in
actual fact ‘the software engineer doesn’t understand the real world’.
An important TRIZ finding is the Law of System Completeness. This law dictates that any
viable system must comprise the five essential elements shown in Figure 1.

ENGINE

TRANSMISSION

TOOL

INTERFACE
/USER

CONTROL

Figure 1: Five Essential Elements Defined In Law Of System Completeness

This law applies as well to software systems as any other we might care to examine. The
law is hierarchical and recursive. Which means we can, at one end of a spectrum, apply it
to the lines of code within a software routine, and then, at the other, to a macro system in
which the software is controlling an external device or system. At this macro level, the big
problem seems to be that the software system is ‘merely’ one element – ‘control’ – of the
five essential to the successful functioning of the overall system. And this is where the
problems begin:
Frequently the software engineer is asked to design a system that exists to control and coordinate other systems. But the software engineer may have no detailed knowledge of the
workings of the other four parts – engine, transmission, tool and interface. In fact,
particularly if the code-writing is out-sourced, the software engineer will not only lack
detailed knowledge, but may also be prevented from changing anything about the other
four ‘external’ elements. Of course, ‘someone’ has the job of writing the specification that
tells the software engineer exactly what there system is required to do. Now the problem
gets a level or two deeper, since more often than not the ‘someone’ tasked with writing the
specification doesn’t know ‘everything’ about the system either. Or at least they are
frequently unable to completely describe everything because often large parts of what they
know are known only tacitly.
In other words, to put it crudely, software engineers don’t understand and can’t touch the
big picture, and the people guiding the software engineers don’t know what they know.
Which is why almost 50% of all software failures turn out to be so called ‘failures of
omission’; things that the software engineer didn’t know about because they were never
put into the specification. A classic – probably therefore apocryphal – story from the
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aerospace sector is the military pilot who accidentally pressed the ‘retract undercarriage’
switch in his cockpit while he was sitting on the taxiway only to find himself destroying the
aircraft when the control system did exactly what he accidentally asked for. Very simply,
the system specifier ‘assumed it was obvious’ that the control system shouldn’t retract the
undercarriage if the aircraft was stationary on the ground and so never wrote it into the
specification; the software engineer then never knew to program the required logic –
Figure 2:
the original code

what should have been written

Failure of omission
= missing something
that exists in the
real world

Figure 2: Typical Software ‘Failure Of Omission’

Rather more tragically, last August’s air-crash at Lexington Kentucky may be seen as
another of these kinds of ‘failure of omission’. 49 people lost their lives at Lexington when
a Comair CRJ100 somehow managed to attempt a take-off from the wrong runway – a
runway that was around half as was required to get a CRJ100 safely off the ground Figure 3. Accidents of this nature only occur so very infrequently because the aerospace
industry puts in place so many checks and measures to ensure nothing like it can go
wrong. Lexington happened – we think so far – due to a freak combination of errors on the
part of the airport authority, the air-traffic control service, the pilot and the co-pilot
(Reference 1). The weather and time of day also played a part. But the point here is that
the software systems on board the plane absolutely ‘knew’ that plane was on the wrong
runway. There was a GPS system that knew where the plane was and there was an
electronic map that knew where the start of Runway 22 was, and if the two didn’t coincide,
it would have been very simple to in inform the pilot that he wasn’t in the right starting
position. The only problem then was that it was ‘beyond the realms of possibility’ that any
pilot could be so foolish as to accelerate down the wrong runway.

Figure 4: Lexington Air Crash – Another ‘Failure Of Omission’?
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From the tragic to something simpler: Consider now a simple software chore: a purchasing
system that automates the ordering, billing, and shipping of parts, so that a salesperson
can input a customer's order, have it automatically checked against pricing and contract
requirements, and arrange to have the parts and invoice sent to the customer from the
warehouse.
The requirements for the system specify four basic steps. First, there's the sales process,
which creates a bill of sale. That bill is then sent through a legal process, which reviews
the contractual terms and conditions of the potential sale and approves them. Third in line
is the provision process, which sends out the parts contracted for, followed by the finance
process, which sends out an invoice.
Let's say that as the first process, the one for sales, is being written, the programmers
treat every order as if it were placed in the company's main location, even though the
company perhaps has branches in several states and countries. That mistake, in turn,
affects how tax is calculated, what kind of contract is issued, and so on.
The sooner the omission is detected and corrected, the better. A good analogy here is
knitting a sweater: If you spot a missed stitch right after you make it, you can simply
unravel a bit of yarn and move on. But if you don't catch the mistake until the end, you
may need to unravel the whole sweater just to redo that one stitch.
If the software coders don't catch their omission until final system testing—or worse, until
after the system has been rolled out—the costs incurred to correct the error will likely be
many times greater than if they'd caught the mistake while they were still working on the
initial sales process. This is a classic case of the spend-commitment hysteresis
phenomenon illustrated in Figure 4.
$

COMMITMENT

SPEND

Time
‘Back of envelope’

Figure 5: Spend-Commitment Hysteresis

Although well-known for many years in some sectors, this picture still seems to be ‘new’ in
many software organizations. What the two curves say is that as a software project
progresses from initial design to full commissioning, the rate of spend is exponentially
upwards (the red line) –the first back-of-envelope sketches cost next to nothing, while a
400,000 person Beta trial costs an awful lot. On the other hand, commitment – the amount
of money we have not yet actually spent but have committed to spend –follows a very
different trajectory. By the time that initial back-of-envelope specification has been written
it may well be that over 80% of the total project cost will have already been set in
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concrete. The curve is a plea to do a better job at the beginning of projects. In this case
that means finding those ‘failures of omission’.
Back to the knitting analogy; unlike a missed stitch in a sweater, these ‘dropped stitch’
failures of omission problems are much harder to pinpoint; the programmers will see only
that errors are appearing, and these might have several causes. Even after the original
error is corrected, they'll need to change other calculations and documentation and then
retest every step.
In fact, studies have shown that software specialists spend about 40 to 50 percent of their
time on avoidable rework rather than on what they call value-added work, which is
basically work that's done right the first time. Once a piece of software makes it into the
field, as suggested on the exponential spend curve, the cost of fixing an error can be 100
times as high as it would have been during the development stage.
If errors abound, then rework can start to swamp a project, like a dinghy in a storm. What's
worse, attempts to fix an error often introduce new ones. It's like you're bailing out that
dinghy, but you're also creating leaks. If too many errors are produced, the cost and time
needed to complete the system become so great that going on doesn't make sense.
In the simplest terms, an IT project usually fails when the rework exceeds the value-added
work that's been budgeted for.
At the core of this problem are our ‘failures of omission’. At the core of the ‘failure of
omission’ problem is the Law of Requisite Variety. First stated in 1956 during the initial
research on cybernetics (Reference 2), the Law tends not to be so well known because in
many ways it sounds so obvious. Here goes:
Only variety can absorb variety
What this means in the software context is that any variety in the system that a piece of
software is designed to control can only be controlled if the software has an equivalent
level of inbuilt variety. The big problem here, then, is that the system the software may be
controlling may be something as complex as a Comair CRJ100 about to accelerate down
Runway 26. The software to control all this complexity – even though it may be several
million lines of code – is still a considerable simplification – as shown in Figure 6. Indeed,
the job of everyone involved in the software development from specifier to architect to the
humblest programmer is attenuating complexity.

Environment

attenuate variation

SYSTEM/
USER
attenuate variation

Control/management

Figure 6: The Law Of Requisite Variety And The Variety Attenuation Imperative
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We attenuate complexity to save time, make the job easier and therefore affordable. We
also tacitly attenuate because we’re not very good at specifying all of the enormous detail
that a ‘dumb’ computer system needs in order to do exactly what is required of it. Alas,
when we attenuate – whether explicitly or tacitly – we tend not to be very good at
understanding when we have attenuated too much. The 50% ‘failure of omission’ statistic
is ample testament to the fact.
This short article can – alas – not hope to do anything to solve these problems other than
begin or rather continue a process of awareness. This is not just a software problem of
course. A musical greeting card has more processing power in it than the first Apollo
space missions; a cell-phone has a couple of million lines of code embedded in it these
days; 10% of the value of the next car you purchase will be attributable to the software it
contains. Software, failures of omission and the law of requisite variety will come to affect
more and more of us in the coming years. Forewarned is forearmed. At least in theory.
References
1) http://www.globalaviationlaw.com/pdf/comair_report_20060900.pdf
2) Ashby, W.R., ’Introduction to Cybernetics’, London; Wiley, 1956.
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Not So Funny: 2006 Awards
Well, 2006 turned out to be an even more wonderful fairground ride than 2005 in terms of
meeting lots of great new people and the privilege of working on some great projects.
Every yin must have its yang of course. There is an old (North American) Indian belief that
everyone has 83 problems. The underlying idea is that any attempt to relieve yourself of
these 83 problems is doomed to failure – solve any one of them and inevitably another
one will come along to take its place. Some people find this idea very uncomfortable. We,
on the other hand, view it in a very positive way. At the very least our 83 problems allow
us the opportunity to celebrate the recipients of our ‘Worst’ Awards for the year:
The It-Can’t-Be-KLM-Again Suck’y-Airline Of The Year Award… goes to, take a bow,
KLM. Last year they had to be content with sharing the award. This year they went the
extra mile to ensure they stood head and shoulders below every other carrier on the
planet. After ‘experiencing’ their incompetence in several previous years, our first
resolution of 2006 was to never fly KLM ever again, ever. Alas that resolution only lasted
as far as May, when they became our only affordable option to get to a last-minute job in
the US. ‘Affordable’ was probably a symbol of things to come. And so, yes, over the
course of 4 flights they managed to send me – on time – to a connection in Amsterdam,
only to be told that there was no space on the connecting trans-Atlantic flight. My “so why
did you let me fly out here then?” question provoked the response ‘this is what every
airline does’. Strange. Averaging close to 200 flights a year it only ever happens on KLM.
To cap the story off, on the way back they cancelled my connection. And the in-flight
entertainment is still as bad as ever; like stepping back into 1970s daytime TV. Only with a
blurry red-and-black image you need binoculars to see. Here’s to hoping the 2007 no-KLM
resolution sticks better than it did in 2006.

The Huckleberry-Finn-Slept-Here Accommodation Award.... having spent a year
blessed with unfailingly nice-to-great hotel rooms, this year’s award is given by proxy.
Congratulations to the Cavell House B&B in Clevedon (where our HQ is). What our
Korean visitors must have thought when they arrived at this ‘traditional sea-side hostelry’
(as in ‘traditional in the 1950s’) they were too polite to say. In our defence, they did chose
the venue themselves. In defence of the Cavell, they never claimed to be able to speak
Korean. Nor did they make any mention that they were home to the world’s biggest
collection of teapots. One of the laws of physics is that lots of teapots require lots of
physical space. This is usually not a problem in most places. It can become a problem,
however, when your hotel doesn’t have a lot of space and you have a lot of teapots. In the
Cavell House battle between more-teapots and guests, the teapots have very clearly
emerged as victors. To the point where guests can barely walk along the corridors
anymore. Anyone planning to visit our offices on a future workshop, may care to take note.
We can arrange a discount you know. You pay for your own breakages.
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The Vicky-Pollard-Yeah-But-No-But Service Award… as the UK simultaneously
plunges to the bottom of the global service league table and climbs to Manchester Unitedlike levels on top of the most cretinous population chart, there was only ever likely to be
one location going to be a serious contender for this award. And sure enough, amongst a
plethora of candidates (is there a collective noun for worst-service candidates?) the winner
is the UK service department for Fujitsu-Siemens computers. Never have so many people
seemingly done so little at such a high (premium-rate phone line) price. We don’t need to
go into the details here, other than to say that if Fujitsu-Siemens sent their entire Board of
Directors on bended knee bearing free laptops, I would never use or buy another of their
products.
“…we need you to run some diagnostics.”
“but it’s a hardware fault.”
“With respect, sir, we don’t know that yet.”
“With respect, the machine gets hot, the fan goes into over-drive for a few seconds
and then the thermal fuse cuts.”
“With respect we need to run the diagnostics.”
“Any idea how long this will take?”
“Re-start the machine, please sir.”
“Yes, but please…”
“When the machine comes back on…”
“How long?”
“Depends.”
“On? Give me a range.”
“30 minutes. Ish.”
“You want me to stay on the line for 30 minutes?”
“Do you want to fix the problem?”
“I do. Desperately.”
“30 minutes. Maybe 40.”
(I do swift calculation in my head) “I think I can buy a new laptop cheaper.”
“Do you want to fix the problem?”
“I really do. But it’s a hardware fault. So I’d like you to come and get...”
“Before we collect any machine, we have to be certain it is not a software problem.
Have the diagnostics come up yet?”
In some ways I should be thankful I was talking to a person rather than ‘press 4 to return
to main menu’. On balance, I recommend that Fujitsu consider making the switch the other
way: “Press 4 if you don’t like paying for irrelevant phone calls, your machine has a
hardware fault and you’d like us to come and collect the machine just like it says we will in
our guarantee”. All conversations may be recorded for training purposes.
The Depeche Mode Everything-Counts-In-Large-Amounts Literature Award… in yet
another un-bumper year for the world of TRIZ literature (to the point where even the Anti
TRIZ Journal Journal can’t be bothered writing any sarcastic comments anymore), we
have many candidates for this award from within the community. However, by a clear
margin, the prize finds its way to ‘The Hummer And The Mini’, which somehow managed
to get published as an actual book. By an actual publisher.
Perhaps our view was biased by the initial surge of expectation found in the book’s subtitle:
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Contradictions? Trends? Awesome. Or was it? Alas, it’s a steep Hummer-like downhill
slope once you open the covers. Fortunately the book contains a more Mini-like number of
pages, thanks in main to the lack of new ideas present. Err, in actual fact there were no
new ideas. Resolution #7 for 2007; don’t be fooled by compelling titles.
The Necessity-Is-Not-Always-The-Mother Invention Award – in a year that sees the
US Patent office stooping to ever lower depths in terms of what they are willing to grant,
the candidates for this year’s prestigious award could be measured in the hundreds.
Especially highly commended awards go to US7131443 (‘condom retaining device’ – for
the extra-especially, super-duper cautious user) and US7040517, the hat-hanger to beat
all hat hangers. The condom picture may not be for the squeamish. The hat hanger,
although not quite as ridiculous, is at least suitable for family viewing:
Massive congratulations to the inventor
for solving a problem undoubtedly
present in nearly every household; gosh
darn it, where can I hang my hat.
Actually the inventive step claimed in the
invention involves making the hanger
flexible (Dynamization trend!!) so that we
can pack it up and take it with us when
we go on vacation.
To the Examiner that thought the idea
was ‘non-obvious’ and not a ‘collection of
known things’, let’s hope your new
spectacles arrive soon.
Our winner, though, by a short head, is, take a bow please, Mark Ashin who had patent
US7134213 granted on November 14. Mr Ashin earned the patent for his ‘magic
compass’:
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Strangely like any other compass you might think. But no, Mr Ashin has cunningly made
his compass ‘magically’ point in a non-northerly direction. Hmm. Not the best idea in the
world, but, as we know, someone, somewhere is likely to want to achieve such a function,
pointing to Mecca for example. Alas, however, this is not quite what Mr Ashin has in mind:
“my invention finds usage as a very powerful promotional item and in the last example, a new line
of greeting cards for the billion-dollar greeting card industry… Throughout the world, wherever
travelers and tourists go, there are stores selling souvenirs, which are designed to serve as a
memorable to the place that the tourist has visited... My invention will add a very unique souvenir
item to these stores, which are located at highway stops, national parks or museums. For
example; someone driving across country from the East coast to the West, would be very happy to
by a souvenir called the "Wild Wild West" Compass. The store owner has provided a very unique
souvenir which contains novelty by virtue of its "defying the laws of nature", and by always pointing
West.

Will we ever be able to trust a compass again? Once the greetings card industry has
flooded the market with millions of dollars worth of Mr Ashin’s magic-compasses?
Worst of all in the invention is that the ‘inventive step’ is so utterly utterly non-magical,
basically involving hiding a real compass under the display and attaching a pointer set to a
different direction above the display. We wish Mr Ashin luck with his invention. We wish
the Patent Examiner a speedy return to stable mental health. Meanwhile, Southern
Comfort, Best Western, South West Airlines, America West, NorthWest Airlines, etc can
start forming an orderly queue. Come to think of it (KLM-partner!) NorthWest probably
already signed an exclusive. Saves a fortune on GPS you know.
The And-Finally Award for Teaching Prowess – thanks to Paul David for snapping this
great photo of Darrell in full-on teaching mode. This is why we sell-out wherever we go.
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Patent of the Month - Flame Arrester
The award this month goes to US7,152,690, awarded on December 26. According to the
invention disclosure:
A highly efficient flame arrester adapted for use in preventing an external flame from back-flashing
upstream in a pipe, or a conduit, or a stream carrying a flammable substance. The flame arrester
comprises a contained layer of nested ellipsoids formed from expanded metal sheets made from
magnesium alloy foil. The arrester is useful in fuel tanks, combustion systems, sea-going tankers,
hot water or space heaters, and the like.

The background to the invention is very instructive in describing the back-flash problem and
previous attempts at solutions. Again from the disclosure document:
A flame arrester is a passive device that permits the flow of gas, but prevents any external flame
or backfire from "flashing back" through the flow of gas to the source of flammable material. If such
a flashback is not prevented, the reservoir of flammable material would ignite, resulting in a
destructive fire or explosion. Devices to prevent the passage of flame are critical to processes
where flammable chemicals or vapors or handled, such as in petrochemical refineries, pipelines,
sea-going tankers, combustion systems, hot water heaters, space heaters, and the like. Flame
arrester elements are usually constructed of various open-structured metal configurations, such as
perforated plates, bundles of tubes, screens, or beds of granules or fibers. The ability of any
element to intervene and prevent the passage of fire, a first time, and over time, depends to a
certain extent on the diameter and length of the array of its internal passages.
A difficulty which is commonly encountered is that most open-structured configurations which
possess the required internal passage dimensions for successfully arresting a flame are able to
survive the heat of the flame for only a limited time. When unwanted ignition takes place, there is
normally a continued burning on the emergent face of the arrester over a relatively long period of
time while the source of burning vapors is still present. Such extended exposure to the high
temperature of the flame is normally destructive of the arrester, and therefore it is common
practice to provide mechanical or other means responsive to the temperature of the arrester for
closing a valve or otherwise shutting off the source of burning vapors. The burner screen in the
arrester therefore acts only as a short term firecheck until more effective measures can be taken.
However, the need for the mechanical or other means introduces additional expense, constant
service and maintenance, and an additional array of moving parts which can malfunction.
A further difficulty is that, under certain ignition or detonation conditions, a rapidly developing
shock wave will precede the flame front and can damage or completely destroy the openstructured configurations of the flame arrester elements before they have an opportunity to
perform their flame arresting function.
It is an object of the present invention to provide a flame arrester which permits the normal flow of
gas but produces substantially enhanced flame arresting properties.
It is another object of the invention to provide a flame arrester which is superior in its ability to
resist melting when exposed to high temperature flames and to survive the force of shock waves
encountered with unwanted ignitions.
It is a further object to provide a flame arrester which has no moving parts and is operative, without
adjustment, when placed in any fuel or vent line.
It is a still further object of the invention to provide a flame arrester which is simple, durable,
inexpensive to manufacture, easy to assemble, and relatively maintenance free.

What is nice about this description (certainly as far as our research is concerned) is that it is
very easy to map the problems being tackled by the inventor onto the Contradiction Matrix.
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What we have here, then, is a system where we wish to improve flame arrest, and, according
to the prior art, what prevents us is we also require ‘normal flow of gas’ (in other words,
conventional arresters block the flow-path and create a pressure drop), resistance to melting
(‘temperature’), ability to survive a shock wave (‘pressure’ again), have no moving parts
(device complexity), require no adjustment, is inexpensive to manufacture, and maintenancefree.
We can map these requirements onto the Matrix as follows:

What first struck us about the recommendations obtained from the Matrix is the ‘noninstinctive’ appearance of Principle 31 ‘Porous Materials’ at the top of the likely-to-help list.
Even more surprising was how this was exactly the strategy used by the inventor. Along
with a parallel use of Principles 40 and 5. The main solution involves basically taking a
sheet of the chosen magnesium alloy, forming groups of slits, then stretching the material
to effectively form a three-dimensional ‘prismatic wire net’. Figures 3 through to 6 illustrate
the process.
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It is not clear from the disclosure precisely how the inventor derived the chosen solution.
Reading between the lines it sounds like a case of trial-and-error followed by an
unexpectedly good result. Again from the invention disclosure:
It has been found that the combination of features in the present invention, including the
magnesium alloy, the high specific internal surface area, and the nested ellipsoidal shape of its
honeycomb-like components, produces a superior flame arrester. Most fire arresters function by
providing apertures small and long enough to extract heat from a flame faster than it can be
generated by chemical reaction, thereby preventing the flame from propagating further into the
flammable atmosphere. Characteristic aperture dimensions are called hydraulic diameter, H.sub.d,
and passage length, P.sub.l. In the prior art, these critical dimensions are provided by the flame
arrester "element", which, as previously mentioned, can consist of tube bundles, perforated plates,
screens, gauze, beds of beads or fibers, porous media, or, most often in practice, parallel plates or
crimped ribbons. Every flammable material (e.g., ethylene, methane, gasoline, etc.) requires
different critical flame arrester design dimensions, which are related to flame speed.
In rating tests which have been conducted, the flame arrester of the present invention has been
demonstrated to be effective with respect to a wide variety of flammable substances over a wide
range of flame speeds, and has shown superiority to known arrester elements. For example,
available research information shows that a crimped metal-ribbon arrester (one of the most
efficient of the prior art elements) having an H.sub.d of 0.015 inch and a P.sub.l of 1.5 inches is
capable of arresting a high-speed ethylene/air flame in only 5 out of 19 flashback tests; whereas
the arrester of the present invention, having the same hydraulic diameter and passage length
dimensions, was shown to arrest the same high-speed ethylene/air flame in 10 out of 10 flashback
tests.

This, indeed, seems to be one of those occasional serendipitous finds; the one in a million
that creates a benefit that far out-weighs what might have been expected. We, therefore,
applaud the invention not so much for the discovery, but rather for the opportunity it now
provides to obtain an understanding of why something so much simpler in design
apparently works so much better than the so much more complex prior art. Once that
happens, we think here is a solution with a much broader range of possible applications. A
first clue to some of these is in fact mentioned in the disclosure. Have a read of this:
“Still further, the structure of the present invention has the surprising capability of dissipating shock
waves resulting from explosions. Tests with anti-explosion pads comprising contained nested
ellipsoids formed from expanded metal net made from magnesium alloy foil, and having the high
specific internal surface area of the present invention, have demonstrated remarkable protection
against the destructive forces of an explosion. For example, a concrete block wall covered with an
anti-explosion pad made from the components of the present invention suffers no damage from a
ten-pound TNT bomb detonated 5 inches in front of the wall; whereas, without the pad, the wall is
obliterated. Protection against even stronger charges can be accomplished with additional layers
of nested ellipsoids.”

Intriguing stuff.
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Best of the Month – Mind Set!

Author of the 9 million copy selling phenomenon that was ‘MegaTrends’, John Naisbitt’s
new book is Mind Set! In the tradition of Naisbitt’s reputation of forecasting the future, the
new book provides a visionary look at the global economic, political and cultural landscape
that Naisbitt predicts will dominate the next decades of the 21st century. The book is
divided into two main parts. In the first part, Naisbitt ‘reveals’ his strategies for mapping
and revealing the future. The second part then describes what those strategies have to
say about the coming 50 years.

The first part of the book is probably the more interesting. It contains 11 big ideas
underlying Naisbitt’s method. The chapter headings give a fair indication of what these big
ideas are:
1) While Many Things Change, Most Things Remain Constant (how the media
tends to over-state the importance of change; whereas in actual fact most
attempted changes are either fads or fail).
2) The Future Is Imbedded In The Present (all about distinguishing the forest from
the trees – increasingly sedentary lifestyles is a trend; diets are fads)
3) Focus On The Score Of The Game (where, in a nice analogy, Naisbitt suggests
that the further into the newspaper you get, the more the level of fact increases;
so in the ‘news’ we are presented with instant opinion, whereas in the sports
pages we get scores of what actually happened)
4) Understanding How Powerful It Is Not To Have To Be Right (i.e. keep an open
mind about everything such that it may be re-interpreted according to emerging
actual facts)
5) See The Future As A Picture Puzzle (about finding ways of assembling and reassembling pieces until they make coherent bigger pieces)
6) ‘Don’t Get So Far Ahead Of The Parade That People Don’t Know You’re In It’ (a
personal favorite chapter and very relevant for the TRIZ community)
7) Resistance To Change Fails If Benefits Are Real (a more direct connection to
TRIZ; function is everything)
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8) Things That We Expect To Happen Always Happen More Slowly
9) You Don’t Get Results By Solving Problems But By Exploiting Opportunities
(innovation is more important than incremental improvement)
10) Don’t Add Unless You Subtract (about having a fixed sized knowledge
repository; any new knowledge thus necessitates the removal or combination of
an equivalent amount of old knowledge)
11) Don’t Forget The Ecology Of Technology (‘technology is a great enable, but only
when in balance with needs and skills and our human nature’)
The second part of the book then examines five ‘new’ trends emerging from Naisbitt’s
application of the eleven strategies outlined in the first part: From Country Borders to
Economic Borders (nothing new here if you’ve read ‘The Next Global Stage); The EU’s
two hearts and 27 Mindsets on a path of “Mutually Assured Decline”; Dealing with China
where the Periphery is the Center; The reservoir of innovation our evolutionary era
provides (innovation becomes more important!); New rules in Communication in the shift
from word to visual.
Anyone expecting a new ‘wow’ in this section of the book are, in other words, in for
something of a disappointment. Naisbitt is never less than interesting, however, and the
book is both eminently readable and crammed full of anecdotal evidence. The academics
will (of course!) hate this aspect of the book. Their loss will be everyone else’s gain.
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Investments – Solar Disinfection
This month’s investment feature examines a revolutionary low-cost technique that uses
sunshine to provide safe drinking water. The technology is being developed by scientists
at the University of Ulster.
The University is part of a £1.9m EU-backed partnership project aims to demonstrate that
solar disinfection of drinking water is an effective way of preventing water-borne diseases
– especially important in developing countries, where safe drinking water is often a
precious rarity.

The University of Ulster is a leading partner in the research, and University’s PhotoCatalysis Research Group, headed by Dr Tony Byrne, will be responsible for enhancing
the already demonstrated capabilities of the photo-catalyst technologies. These
technologies make use of a nano-engineered form of titania, a low cost material more
frequently found in paints.
More than one billion people lack access to safe drinking water. The titania-based solar
disinfection concept is a low-tech, safe and affordable method to improve water quality. It
involves placing contaminated water into transparent bottles, which are then placed in
direct sunshine for 6 hours. The technology is already approved by the World Health
Organisation and has recent proof of in-service effectiveness when trialed in the aftermath
of the tsunami disaster in Southeast Asia in 2004.
Dr Byrne, who is Principal Investigator at the University of Ulster, said: “Simply exposing
contaminated water to sunlight is an effective method for reducing the incidence of many
water-borne diseases such as cholera, dysentery or polio. It can be used in places where
people have no access to safe drinking water. Furthermore, our research has shown that
the solar disinfection process can be greatly enhanced with no major additional cost.”
The multi-disciplinary team will investigate the health benefits of using solar disinfected
drinking water in developing countries; the factors that influence communities to adopt or
reject the technology; whether the basic technique can be improved using other additional
simple technologies; whether any major water-borne diseases are not susceptible to and
how best to protect and commercialise the capability.
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As you know, we always look out for products and ideas that make use of already existing
resources. The sun is always a pretty good place to look for such things. Hopefully what
we have here is the start of something of significant global relevance.
Anyone wanting further information should contact:
Press Office, Department of Public Affairs
Tel: 028 9036 6178
Email: pressoffice@ulster.ac.uk
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Biology – Weaver Bird Nest

Here’s one from our recent trip to Penang. The weaver bird is a member of the finch
family. They are seed-eating birds with rounded conical bills, most of which breed in subSaharan Africa, with fewer species in tropical Asia and also in Australia. The weaver group
is divided into the buffalo, sparrow, typical, and widow weavers. Our Malaysian examples
were Baya Weavers (Ploceus philippinus). The males of many species are brightly
coloured, usually in red or yellow and black, some species show variation in colour only in
the breeding season.
Weaver birds, also known as weaver finches, get their name because of their elaborately
woven nests (the most elaborate of any birds'). The nests vary in size, shape, material
used, and construction techniques from species to species. Materials used for building
nests include fine leaf-fibers, grass, and twigs. Many species weave very fine nests using
thin strands of leaf fiber, though some, like the buffalo-weavers, form massive untidy stick
nests in their colonies, which may have several spherical woven nests within. Weavers are
gregarious birds which often breed colonially. The birds build their nests together, often
several to a branch.

The Baya Weaver's nest is a true architectural feat. It hangs from a palm frond or branch
and looks like an upside down flask. The general features are a central nesting area with a
long tube that leads to a side entrance. This tube makes it difficult even for snakes to enter
the nest. Although they look precarious, most nests are very well attached and are
impossible to remove without almost destroying the nest. The nests last well through the
3-month breeding season, sometimes even up to a year. The Baya Weaver nests are
made entirely out of strips of grass which the birds collect by cutting a notch in a tall grass,
then stripping off a 30-60cm length. No stalks or entire grass blades are used. The birds
then use their strong beaks to weave and knot the strips of grass. A newly-made nest is
green with fresh grass and turns brown as the grass dries. A bird may make up to 500
trips to complete a nest. It is reported that a "male" nest he examined comprised 3,437
strips of grass 4-50 cm long.
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The males are promiscuous and try to attract females by building several nests halfway.
These half-built "male" nests look like motorcycle helmets complete with chin strap! Lumps
of dry clay may be inserted around the rim to stabilise the nest in strong winds. The male
performs displays and songs on these half-built nests to attract a mate.
A female bird first inspects the male's handiwork of a nest before signalling her approval to
him. Once a female chooses to mate with him, he might finish the nest, but more usually,
the female completes the nest. When the female lays and is preoccupied with incubating
the eggs, the male abandons her and immediately uses his other half-finished nests to
woo a new female.
The interesting thing about the shape of the nest is the way it solves an interesting
contradiction. Once the nest is completed and contains the eggs or hatchlings it is
important that the nest provides appropriate protection. There is a very definite imperative
to keep predators out. At the same time, the nest must provide easy access for the adult
weavers to tend the eggs and then young. We can map the contradiction onto the Matrix
like so:

All in all a very nice correlation here with the strategies used by the bird – firstly, by
building an upside-down structure (Principle 13), then using an internal asymmetry (4),
and ‘Another Dimension’ (17) to create a structure that keeps the eggs safe:
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Short Thort(s)
To attain knowledge, add things every day.
To attain wisdom, remove things every day.
Lao Tzu
The five colours blind the eye.
The five tones deafen the ear.
The five flavours dull the taste.
Racing and hunting madden the mind.
Precious things lead one astray.
also Lao Tzu

News
Live Systematic Innovation II
We will be running the second in this series of 2-day workshops on 30-31 January. Just
enough time to consider coming along. The aim in this programme is to solve some real
charity-based problems. The nice thing this time around is that the charities involved are
looking to implement (and advertise!) the solutions we come up with. With a following
wind, we expect to run at least two more of these events in the UK during 2007.
Poland
We will be making our first trip to Poland in June of this year, when we will be presenting
at the International Society for Professional Innovation Management conference in
Warsaw. Check out the website calendar for more details.
Happy Retirement, Frank!
And so, after 10 years of faithful service and something like 5 million miles of air-travel we
bid a fond farewell to Frank the bear. Frank has spent most of his life living in Darrell’s
travel bag acting as a reminder to call home once in a while. As you can see from the
picture, the air miles have taken their toll, and, following a 4-day lost luggage incident in
October, Frank finally returned home with a badly damaged paw. We wish Frank a speedy
recovery and happy retirement by the sea-side. Thanks and goodnight.
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